tock ·n· roll oanct and
aspired to write and produce TV comedies. So when Warner Bros. starred
shooting Rosewood in Seminole and
Lake counties last April, Galloway
couldn't stay away. Lured partly by
Hollywood magic, he started rubbing
shoulders with director John Singleton
and actor Jon Voight on the set. But the
movie-which is expected to be released
in early 1997-couldn't have been shot
without him .
This 38-year-old entertainment attorney represented the descendants of the
Rosewood massacre, the '20s mass
lynching that virtually wiped out the
black residents of the small town outside
Cedar Key. So when the state of Florida
agreed to pay survivors nearly $2 million after discovering local officials were
involved, the survivors hired Galloway

the screen-had j use closed the movieof-the-week rights for 11-year-o ld
Gregory K., who divorced his parents.
While Galloway won't say how
much the Rosewood rights netted the
descendants, he did reveal they'll share a
substantial portion of a book deal's
profits. But regardless of this recent legal
victory, Galloway knows he has some
thinking to do.
"I don't want to bill hours [forever],"
Galloway says, adding that he's currently
working with a high school friend on a
TV comedy. Furthermore, soft-spoken
Galloway is being selective about his
future showbiz roles-he even turned
down an offer as a Rosewood extra. "I
would've had to play one of those redneck guys shouting a racial epithet. I just
couldn't see that being my legacy."
-Harry Straight

A NATURAL WONDER
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andall Quirk isn't your ordinary
green-thumb gardener. Instead of
settling for the typical Florida garden staples of impatiens, begonias and
daylilies, he goes for the exotic.
Right in his Winter Park back yard,
the 38-year-old Orlando native has created
a nature shrine with nearly 1,000 varieties of unusual plant species from more
than 30 countries (many are endangered
or extinct in the wild). Peer into his
greenhouse where even more oddities
thrive, including a plant with bulging
leaves and dangling tentacles that looms
over the entryway-a species that could
have come straight out of The Little
Shop of Horrors.
Quirk, a freelance travel guide who
leads expeditions into such remote locales
as Madagasca r, the Amazon rain forest
and Costa Rica, first became rooted in his
hobby 16 years ago while studying
Spanish in Bogota. By happenstance,
Miami 's Parrot Jungle recruited him to
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collect rare birds and plants. From there,
this autodidact botanist and naturalist
began gathering plants while leading people into the depths of exotic regions.
Now, he's able to get his specimens
through the U.S. Customs Service, he
says, "with a combination of luck,
courage and tons of paperwork. "
Eager to share his bounty of nature
with friends and guests, Quirk actually
gives tours (upon request) of his plant paradise and his Nature House-a room
filled with the intoxicating scent of orchids
and museum-quality cases that hc1use
other bizarre and beautiful flora, as well as
butterflies, beetles and crabs. While "feeding" a New Guinea Platycerium bananas
and charcoal, Quirk admires his plethora
of vegetation, including unusual varieties
of palms, bromeliads and other plants you
can't find at a neighborhood nursery. "To
grow and cultivate [plants like these] is to
save them," he says.
-Denise Bates Katheder
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